CASE STUDY
Polypropylene DAF Cost Effectively Solves
Paper Mill Wastewater Challenges

QUICK FACTS

INDUSTRY: Corrugating Medium Paper Mill
STARTUP DATE: Summer, 2001

PROJECT SCOPE: To reduce the Paper Mill's
escalating sewer costs by reducing color in the waste
stream to blow 3000 PtCo units.

OVERVIEW
This Paper Mill manufactures corrugating
medium from OCC (old corrugated containers)
and MOW (mixed office waste). The process
differs from most mills of this type in that the
wastepaper is re-pulped in an alkaline
environment at a pH typically above 10, and
above 140℉. This dissolves much of the login
from the OCC into the system whitewater,
giving it the appearance of brown paid. The
mill was built around the Mini-mill concept in
the early 90s, having initial low-cost municipal
wastewater treatment available. Three years
after its startup the mill faced a rapid increase
in sewer rates.
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BACKGROUND
The mill's most difficult process stream was
their lightweight centrifugal cleaner rejects.
This was preferentially sewered, and
constituted about 90% of the mill effluent. The
waste measured about 2000 ppm TSS and
over 10,000 Platinum Cobalt Color Units
(PtCo).
Mill personnel was very experienced in the
Paper Industry; and realized that they had a
tough problem at hand. In order to be sure
they selected the right technology, they
selected three DAF vendors for pilot studies.
All units were run on sewer water just after a
bar screen. Results from the pilot studies
demonstrated a clear advantage of World
Water Works' technology based on both
performances as well as an operational cost
standpoint. Mill personnel agreed that World
Water Works technology was clearly the best.

DESIGN
World Water Works worked with the mill to
develop a chemical treatment method
employing acidification ahead of flocculation.
This enabled the mill to achieve required
color removal without requiring the use of
metallic salts or multiple polymer techniques
and provided the most cost-effective solution.
After the customer ordered the equipment, it
was realized that they could save on the
installation by installing the World Water
Works Resource DAF directly on their
lightweight cleaner reject stream. This would
eliminate the need to re-route their u-drains
after pre-existing bar screens; install a sump
pump with an installed spare, and pipe the
treated effluent from the DAF back to the
effluent sewer. Since the pilot studies were
run on a less concentrated waste stream; this
presented a considerable risk to World Water
Works, having already established a written
performance guarantee. However, World
Water Works was confident in its technology
and capability and wanted to provide the
customer with the optimum solution and
maximum satisfaction with the project.
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Since the chemical treatment was deemed to
be a fundamental part of the footprint for
success; the mill decided that World Water
Works should provide the acidification flocculation tank, the post pH adjustment tank,
and the DAF. Although most papermakers lean
toward stainless steel construction the world
Water Works robust design and 10-year vessel
warranty quickly led to the decision to go with
welded polypropylene construction.

SUCCESS
Since installation, the mill has averaged 1800
PtCo Color Units. The system operates
consistently with minimal operator interaction.
The customer achieves its desired payback
and the city's demands.

